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ABSTRACT: Berberine (BER) is an alkaloid obtained from
berberis plant having broad biological activities including anticancer.
BER-encapsulated alginate (ALG)/chitosan (CHS) nanoparticles
(BER−ALG/CHS-NPs) were developed for long-acting improved
treatment in breast cancer. The surface of the NPs was activated by a
conjugation reaction, and thereafter, the BER−ALG/CHS-NP
surface was grafted with folic acid (BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F) for
specific targeting in breast cancer. BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F was
optimized by applying the Box−Behnken design using Expert design
software. Moreover, formulations are extensively evaluated in vitro
for biopharmaceutical performances and tested for cell viability,
cellular uptake, and antioxidant activity. The comparative
pharmacokinetic study of formulation and free BER was carried
out in animals for estimation of bioavailability. The particle size recorded for the diluted sample using a Malvern Zetasizer was 240 ±
5.6 nm. The ζ-potential and the predicted % entrapment efficiency versus (vs) observed were +18 mV and 83.25 ± 2.3% vs 85 ±
3.5%. The high % drug release from the NPs was recorded. The analytical studies executed using infrared spectroscopy, differential
scanning calorimetry, and X-ray diffraction expressed safe combinations of the components in the formulation and physical state of
the drug revealed to be amorphous in the formulation. Cytotoxicity testing demonstrated that the formulation effectively lowered the
cell viability and IC50 of the tested cell line in comparison to a raw drug. The cellular uptake of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F was 5.5-
fold higher than that of BER−suspension. The antioxidant capacities of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F vs BER−suspension by the DPPH
assay were measured to be 62.3 ± 2.5% vs 30 ± 6%, indicating good radical scavenging power of folate-conjugated NPs. The
developed formulation showed a 4.4-fold improved oral bioavailability compared to BER−suspension. The hemolytic assay
intimated <2% destruction of erythrocytes by the developed formulation. The observed experimental characterization results such as
cytotoxicity, cellular uptake, antioxidant activity, and improved absorption suggested the effectiveness of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F
toward breast cancer.

1. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is a progressive and malignant tumor, causing
mortality worldwide, despite the recent advancement and
progress in cancer treatments. The incidence rate of this cancer
among women is highest compared to other types of cancers. As
per 2022 new estimates, around 287,850 cases of breast cancer
have been diagnosed, and there are 43,250 cases of estimated
death. The incidence rate of breast cancer in female accounts for
nearly one-third.1 Conventional treatment strategies such as
surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy have been conflated
for several decades aiming to treat cancer cell mass. Chemo-
therapy is still largely used in cancer treatment; however, it is
usually not enough alone in therapeutic strategies and complete

cure of the disease. Therefore, more studies are increasingly
seeking accuracy in therapeutic modules and preventing drug
resistance. Cancer therapy is probably complicated due to
resistance development toward chemotherapy, causing a sub-
therapeutic effect in patients.2 In addition, it may cause life-
threatening toxicity due to nonselective, off-target drug release
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and multidrug resistance.3 The aqueous-state drug solubility,
dissolution, and poor absorption of chemotherapeutic agents are
challenging tasks. To surmount the challenges faced with
chemotherapy, there is a compelling indigence to develop a drug
delivery platform that is safe and efficacious in treating the
disease but at the same time minimizing severe untoward effects
to the healthy cells. Moreover, chemotherapy in combination
with radiotherapy is preferred in suppressing tumor growth.4

Nanotechnology offers a novel platform to process and
develop nanoparticles (NPs) of desired size and shape of
multifunctionality in an interdisciplinary area of science and
their application in medicine.5 The NP drug delivery system
trending toward a successful development of a drug product
achieved large popularity toward therapeutic effects due to more
accurate, specific, and targeting capabilities and thus increased
the drug concentration in the target area.6 It has been
established that the targeted drug delivery led to the develop-
ment of a broad range of NP therapeutic systems applying
different nanocarrier systems such as polymer-based, lipid-
based, organic, metallic, dendrimer, carbon dots, and nanorods
in cancer therapy.7−14

The tumor microenvironment is disorganized, has a leaky
vasculature, and can receive drug through the passive targeting
mode mediated via the enhanced permeability and retention
mechanism or targeted drug delivery for specific drug targeting.
The passive targeting approach, however, restricts the potential
drug delivery to the target due to the variable interstitial pressure
and growth of angiogenic factors, and this could be accosted in a
preclinical study. The growing interstitial fluid pressure in tumor
loci and angiogenic factors and the reduced transcapillary
diffusion due to high interstitial pressure in the microenviron-
ment restrict the warehouse campaign, resulting in pathetic drug
release.15 The targeting capabilities of nanocarriers are further
limited by encasing of protein molecules or biocorona in the
biological fluid. Moreover, the tumor microenvironment bears
large fenestration, an endothelial pore, and a disoriented
microvasculature, helping to infiltrate and accrue majority of
therapeutics in the neighboring cells without causing harm to the
normal cells.16,17 Polysaccharides have been investigated as a
new class of drugs18 and drug carriers19 for many diseases
including cancer, viral infections, and neurological disorders.20

Chitosan (CHS) is an approved natural polysaccharide
composed of glucosamine and N-acetyl glucosamine derived
from crab shells and the fungal cell wall. CHS bears a cationic
surface charge, basic in nature and having mucoadhesive
properties, obtained from chitin. It is a deacetylated product
of chitin obtained after purification and alkalization processes.21

It constitutes a stable structure with alginic acid to better
encapsulate drugs and prevent their loss through degradation.
CHS is a penetration promoter for drugs or active moieties
through a paracellular or transcellular route. The positive charge
on CHS interacts actively with the negatively charged surface of
the mucus. The multifunctional groups on CHS molecules (e.g.,
−OH, −COOH, and −NH2) are an ideal target site for surface
tuning, which can enhance the drug dissolution and bioavail-
ability of lipophilic drugs.22

Alginate (ALG) is composed of two monomer units of α-L-
guluronic acid (G-block) and β-D-mannuronic acid (M-block)
of a linear polysaccharide derived from seaweed. The G-block
having high ionic affinity with divalent metal ions like a calcium
ion (Ca2+) or polyvalent cations forms an insoluble three-
dimensional (3D) network. An “egg box model” with a cross-
linked structure resulted via the ionic interaction of ALG with

divalent ions. The 3D network facilitates the preparation of a
wide range of drug delivery systems including NPs for release of
drugs, proteins, and pharmaceuticals.23 It possesses gelling
property, mucoadhesive nature, and natural compatibility with
the cell components in the biological system and can be
promisingly useful as a drug delivery carrier in bioengineering
and medical applications.24 The ionotropic gelation involves an
electrostatic interaction between CHS and ALG, resulting in the
formation of CHS−ALG NPs in an aqueous environment. In
ionotropic gelation, the ALG molecule undergoes interfacial
polymerization in the G-block of the guluronic residue, leading
to formation of NPs.25

The application of natural products is increasing day-to-day
due to favorable characteristics and biofriendly uses and led to a
dramatic change in the development of natural products. The
NP-based drug delivery opens up a novel platform to expedite
therapy in particular ailments with a precise and specific way. To
address the challenging diseases through manipulating the NP
feature may result in the development of a smart therapeutic
system encasing drugs, biological agents, and chemotherapeutic
agents. A wide range of biological molecules from herbal origin
have been implicated in different biological activities using
nanodrug delivery platforms.26−32 Berberine (BER) regresses
cell invasion, metastasis through suppressing the PI3K/Akt
signaling pathway, and downregulation of protein expression
associated with cancer metastasis. It reduces cell proliferation by
different molecular mechanisms including cell cycle modulation,
interaction with micro-RNAs, and inhibition of telomerase
activity. An autophagic suppressor is another mechanism
responsible for curbing autophagosomes in an adverse drug
reaction-related breast cancer mediated via regulating PTEN,
protein LC3II, and p62 accumulation, resulting in inhibition of
cell proliferation and suppression of doxorubicin resistance.33

BER also exerts anti-inflammatory and antioxidant properties
and regulates the tumor microenvironment.34 In breast cancer,
BER apprehends cells at the beginning of the cell cycle and may
also sensitize the cancer cells toward chemotherapy.35 It was also
reported that BER acts via oppressing the mRNA levels of a
chemokine receptor and thus reduces MCF-7 cell migration.36

BER has been reported to have various biological activities
including antimicrobial,37 anti-inflammatory,38 antidiabetic,39

and anticancer.40

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Reagents. Chitosan (Mol. wt. 50−190 KDa, 85%

deacetylation) and sodium alginate (Mol. wt. 75−100 KDa)
were received from Cisco Research Laboratories (SRL). BER
was purchased from TCI Chemicals Pvt. Ltd., India. The
chemicals, reagents, and solvents employed in this study were of
analytical grade. The breast cancer cell line was obtained from
the National Centre for Cell Science (Pune, India). The
Dulbecco’s medium supplied with an antibiotic (100 mg/mL),
fetal bovine serum (10%), and penicillin (100 unit/mL) were
used to keep the culture cells viable under controlled
temperature and humidity.

2.2. Design Optimization. The cost-effective and most
efficient optimization tool such as Design-Expert software
(version 10; Stat Ease Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) of the Box−
Behnken design was used at three levels of low, intermediate,
and high (−1, 0, and +1), two factors, for finalizing the desired
formulation, BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F.27,31 The finalized list of
independent variables as per the trial and error basis marked
with levels is aligned in Table 1. The screened components of
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the study such as CHS, ALG, and sonication time having
important roles in determining the fate of the formulation were
chosen as independent variables. The effect of independent
variables was noted on responses such as particle size and
entrapment efficiency (EE). The software-generated different
experimental runs comprising the varying percentage of
independent variables were performed in a successive manner
in optimizing the formulation (Table 2). Statistical analysis was

performed using one-way ANOVA to obtain the model
summary analysis, which ensured good fit with optimized
preparation. The optimum composition of BER−ALG/CHS-
NPs−F was generated using the point prediction technique,
keeping the criteria of particle size (minimize) and EE
(maximize).

2.3. Preparation of the Folate Conjugate (BER−ALG/
CHS-NPs−F). The prepared NPs of weight 10 mg were
transferred to a 1mL phosphate buffer saline (PBS) solution and
magnetically stirred; concomitantly, 20 mg/mL EDC in
deionized water was slowly added to the NP dispersion and
magnetically stirred thoroughly. Separately, sulfo-NHS, 5 mg/
mL, was dissolved in a physiological buffer, pH 7.4, and injected
in the above-mentioned solution under magnetic stirring. The
treated NP dispersion was kept overnight in a biological shaker
for complete surface activation. Further, the surface-activated
NPs were centrifuged at 14,000g, the aliquot was discarded, and

the residual NPs were washed using PBS in triplicate (n = 3),
dried, and redispersed in 500 μL of PBS. Folic acid (10 mg) was
stirred in 5 mL of sodium chloride, integrated into polymeric
dispersion, and magnetically stirred continuously in a biological
shaker maintained in the dark for 24 h for surface grafting of folic
acid onto the NPs. The folate-grafted NP dispersion was
centrifuged at 10,000×g for 25 min, the aliquots were removed,
and the NPs were washed, freeze-dried to powder, and stored
temporarily for characterization.29

2.4. Characterization. 2.4.1. Particle Size Measurement.
The particle size was determined using a Zetasizer (Hitachi, H-
7500). For particle size analysis, the formulation was diluted to
100-fold using distilled water, mixed well, and observed at a
scattering angle of 25 °C at room temperature.
2.4.2. Entrapment Efficiency. The amount of BER

encapsulated in the formulation was investigated after
centrifugation. The supernatant was pulled out using a
micropipette, and the drug concentration was estimated with
the help of a UV−visible spectrophotometer. The formula for
calculation of % DL is as follows

% EE the total drug taken the drug in the supernatan

t/the total drug taken 100

=

× (1)

2.4.3. Drug Loading. The total quantity of the drug
encapsulated per unit weight of NPs indicated drug loading. It
is determined by centrifugation of 1.5 mL of NPs and estimating
the concentration of the free drug using a UV spectropho-
tometer. The formula for calculation of % DL is as follows

% DL drug entrapped NPs/total NP weight 100= ×
(2)

2.4.4. Thermal Scanning. A differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) instrument was used to check the melting point of the
drug, and drug−excipient interaction. For the thermal scanning
study, ∼5 mg of the samples were placed in DSC pans, and
heated continuously to 285 °C under dry nitrogen gas.
2.4.5. Fourier Transform Infrared. BER and different

excipients used in the formulation were assessed by a Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Bruker Corporation,
Billerica, MA, USA). For spectral analysis, 3−5 mg of BER,
CHS, and sodium ALG were held on the path of the incident
light beam scanned in the wavenumber range of 400−3500
cm−1, and their spectrum was recorded and analyzed.
2.4.6. X-ray Diffraction Study. X-ray diffraction (XRD)

studies of the excipients (CHS and sodium ALG), plain drug,
and formulation were carried out with a simple phase analysis
(Rigaku Ultima IV) working under a voltage of 40 kV, a current
of 30 mA, and a monochromatic light radiation of wavelength
1.5406 Å. The 2θ angle ranges from 10 to 80° under a scanning
speed of 8°/min, and the detector used was a scintillation
counter.

2.5. Drug Release Study. The drug release from the
developed formulation and drug suspension was studied in PBS
of pH 7.4 and pH 5.5 in a dialysis membrane. The membrane
was previously charged in a dissolution medium. The measured
amount of formulation, BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F, and drug
dispersion with the same dose (10 mg) was entrapped in a
tightly packed dialysis membrane containing 100 mL of PBS,
dipped in a buffer medium, and continuously stirred at 100 rpm
under a controlled temperature of 37 ± 0.5 °C.36 At the last
point of the study, 0.1 mL of the sample was withdrawn at
prefixed intervals (0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 h), and the same

Table 1. Different Levels of Factors and Their Responses as
Low, Medium, and High in the Optimization of BER−ALG/
CHS-NPs−F in the Box−Behnken Design

levels used

factors low (−1) medium (0) high (+1)

X1: chitosan (mg) 10 20 30
X2: sodium alginate (mg) 20 30 40
X3: sonication time (min) 5 7.5 10

responses goal

Y1: particle size (nm) minimize
Y3: EE (%) maximize

Table 2. In Vitro Assessed Parameters and Their Output of
Formulations of Runs (1−15) for Responses in the
Optimization Process of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−Fa

factors responses

experimental run X1, mg X2, mg X3, min Y1, nm Y2, %

1 0 −1 10 278 82.0
2 +1 0 10 297 88.0
3 0 0 7.5 287 80.0
4 +1 0 5.0 277 91.0
5 −1 +1 7.5 269 82.0
6 −1 0 5.0 281 87.0
7 +1 +1 7.5 299 80.0
8 −1 −1 7.5 268 69.0
9 0 −1 5.0 302 89.0
10 0 +1 5.0 301 90.0
11 0 0 7.5 294 78.0
12 +1 −1 7.5 216 77.0
13 −1 0 10 213 86.0
14 0 0 7.5 290 78.8
15 0 +1 10 272 93.0

aX1: CHS, mg, X2: sodium ALG, mg, X3: sonication time, min, Y1:
particle size, nm, and Y2: % EE.
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volume was substituted with the fresh buffer medium. The
sample was analyzed for determining the concentration of BER
using a UV spectrophotometer and the percentage of drug
release. The drug release data obtained was fitted into various
kinetic models. The best best-fitted model was then analyzed
with the model of good fit using a graphical method. Further, the
drug release mechanism equates to Fickian diffusion, when the
exponent value n ≤ 0.5. On the other hand, when 0.5 < n < 1, the
drug diffusion from the polymer matrix relates to an anomalous,
non-Fickian drug diffusion. Further, n = 1 relates to a non-
Fickian, case II (relaxational) transport or zero-order release
kinetics and n > 1 relates to a supercase II transport.29,41

2.6. Ex Vivo Permeation Study. The extraneous material,
adhered particle, or cell debris from the intestine was cleaned in
buffer solution and prepared for the study.42,43 The formulation,
BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F and BER−suspension, bearing 10 mg
of the drug was transferred in different intestinal sacs, and both
the terminal ends were well ligated. Now, the filled intestinal sac
was plunged in a receiver containing 100 mL of physiological
buffer, which is well aerated at a constant temperature, 37 ± 0.5
°C, and the sample was continuously agitated to the entire the
experiment. At different time points, 500 μL of the sample was
drawn, and the same medium volume was put back in the
receiver with the buffer solution. The collected samples at
various intervals (0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24) were quantified by a
UV spectrophotometer at 210 nm. The amounts of BER from
BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F permeated through the intestinal
membrane were compared with the BER−suspension at
different intervals of time, and the drug-permeated amount
was determined. The apparent permeability coefficient (Papp) is
determined by the following equation

P Q t A C(cm/s) d /dapp o= × × (3)

where dQ/dt is the permeation flux of the analyte across the
barrier,A is the surface area, andC0 is the initial concentration of
the drug in the donor compartment.

2.7. Cytotoxic Assay. To investigate the cytotoxic effect of
the developed dosage form, BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F and
BER−suspension were incubated with the MCF-7 cell line in
an increasing drug concentration. Five thousand cells were
seeded in a 96-well plate, and the plate was incubated for 24 h at
a temperature of 37 °C. After completion of the time, the culture
medium was well disposed off from the plate, and an increasing
concentration of the formulation and drug dispersion (1−12
μM) was received, each having the same dose. The plate was
incubated for 24 and 48 h immediately after transferring the drug
concentration at a temperature of 37 °C. After the incubation
period, the culture medium was discarded from each plate and
replaced with 10 μL of the MTT reagent and again kept in the
incubator for 4 h. Further, the supernatant was blown off from
the plate, and 100 μL of dimethyl sulfoxide was incorporated
into it. The absorbance was measured at 570 nmwavelength and
analyzed on a microplate reader (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA,
USA).31 The cells were considered 100% viable in the untreated
group. The IC50 concentration (50% of cells remained viable)
was determined for both drug dispersion and formulation. The
% cell viability was determined by using the following equation

% Cell viability sample OD/controlled OD 100= × (4)

2.8. Cellular Uptake Study. The in vitro cell viability study
was further confirmed by cellular uptake of the folate-modified
formulation, BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F, and BER−suspension
in a breast cancer cell line. The six-well plates were incubated

with 1 × 106 cells at 37 °C for 1 day. Thereafter, equivalent
concentration (15 μg/mL) each of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F
and BER−suspension was transferred into the six-well plate and
incubated for 4 h. The wells were subjected to buffer wash,
sterile water was used to lyse the cells, and drug was extracted
from the cells using an organic solvent leaving behind the
protein precipitate. The extracted drug was centrifuged at
12,000 rpm, and a clear aliquot was removed, filtered using 0.45
μ size membrane filters, and analyzed by injecting into a high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) column.

2.9. In Vivo Evaluation. In vivo pharmacokinetic experi-
ments were designed and conducted according to the ethical
guidelines approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics
Committee (IAEC), DIT University, India (ref no. DITU/
IAEC/22/01-05). For the estimation of a pharmacokinetic
parameter, a single dose was administered into male Wistar rats
divided in a randomized way into two groups from control group
animals (untreated). One group received the formulation,
BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F, at a dose of 80 mg/kg, and the other
group received BER−suspension of the same dose orally. After
dosing, 150 μL of blood has been withdrawn from the animal’s
tail vein in heparinized Eppendorf tubes at predefined intervals
(0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 24 h). The samples further processed
for extracting plasma, using acetonitrile and ethyl acetate,
vortexed, and centrifuged 3000 rpm for 15 min. The supernatant
part of the sample was separated and kept at−20 °C for analysis.
The sample aliquot was recovered and dried, and the received
residue was dispersed in 200 μL of DMSO and analyzed for drug
content using HPLC. Using PK Solution 2.0 software, a
noncompartmental pharmacokinetic data analysis was em-
ployed to determine the pharmacokinetic parameters.

2.10. Hemolysis Assay. This assay as performed using
citrate-buffered whole blood brings in contact with the
fabricated polymeric formulation of BER. The formulation was
diluted two times in physiological saline of 0.9% w/v. The
citrated blood was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 min, the
supernatant removed was mixed with the diluted formulation in
a ratio of 2:1, and the mixture was incubated for 1 h at a
physiological temperature. The other part of the whole blood
was mixed with deionized water (complete hemolysis) and
saline in a ratio of 1:1.25 to make it as a positive and negative
control. Post-incubation time, the samples were obtained and
centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 min. Thereafter, the clear aliquot
was taken out, the absorbance of each sample was measured at
540 nm using a UV−visible spectrophotometer, and the
hemoglobin quantity released due to RBC damage was
recorded. The hemolytic index or percentage hemolysis was
calculated using the formulation.

% Hemolysis
Abs TS Abs NC
Abs PC Abs NC

100= ×
(5)

where “Abs TS” indicates the absorbance measured for the test
sample, “Abs NC” indicates the absorbance of the negative
control, and “Abs PC” indicates the absorbancemeasured for the
positive control.

2.11. DPPH Radical Scavenging Assay. The radical
scavenging property of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F and BER−
suspension was investigated by diluting in ethanol following
DPPH assay by modification in the work reported.44 Ascorbic
acid was used as a standard for comparing the antioxidant
property. The assay relies on the radical scavenging action of the
antioxidant sample when reacted with the DPPH reagent. For
performing the antioxidant study using DPPH assay, a standard
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stock solution of formulation and drug suspension in DMSO
were prepared with a final concentration of 10 mg/mL. The
DPPH reagent (500 μL, 0.04% w/v) was added to the samples,
mixed well, and kept in the dark at room temperature for some
time. The violet color of the sample is lost to colorless as the
sample reacted with the DPPH reagent due to the antioxidant
property. Ethanol was used in the preparation of a blank mixture
. The absorption of samples such as the formulation and drug
suspension was investigated using UV−visible spectroscopy at a
λmax value of 517 nm. The antioxidant power of the formulation
and drug suspension was compared as % inhibition. The radical
scavenging power of the formulation was also compared with the
standard ascorbic acid. The graph was plotted between % radical
scavenging capacities vs concentration of samples. The IC50
value was determined by data interpolation and compared with
the standard. The experiment was performed three times (n =
3). It is calculated by using the following equation.

C C C% DPPH radical inhibition / 100o 1 o= × (6)

where Co is the blank sample absorbance and C1 is the sample
absorbance.

2.12. Stability of the Formulation. The optimum
formulation was subjected to stability at room temperature, 25
± 2 °C, 60% RH for a period of 90 days.45,46 The samples were
placed inside the stability testing apparatus (Hicon Engineering
Pvt. Ltd. India). The formulation was analyzed at a predefined
time period in a 1 month interval to inspect the changes in the
physicochemical properties of the formulation, especially
particle size, polydispersity index (PDI), and % EE. The

experiments were repeated thrice to get the reproducible results
(n = 3).

2.13. Data Analysis. The analysis for statistical differences
in the treatment groups was executed using ANOVA, followed
by Tukey-Kramer analysis using GraphPad prism version 7. The
data obtained here are represented by mean ± standard
deviation (n = 3). The statistical differences among the groups
were considered significant when p < 0.05.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Optimization of the Formulation. BER−ALG/CHS-

NPs−F was prepared and optimized using the statistical design
33-Box−Behnken. The variables played an important role in the
optimization process and were used in three levels: low (−1),
medium (0), and high (+1). The concentrations of variables
under each level projected by software in various proportions
were experimented, and their impact on responses were studied.
The levels (−1, 0, and +1) of variables were picked out based on
trial and error basis on preliminary investigation (Table 1).
Figures 1 and 2 depict the counterplots in the two-dimensional
mode and the response surface morphology plots in the 3D
mode, which delineates different variable effects on responses of
designed formulations. The highest value of coefficient of
correlation (R2) ∼1 was found for the quadratic model and
considered as the best best-fitted model for ascertaining the
effect of input attributes on the responses. Among the various
models, quadratic model was the best-fitted model that
established the individual, interaction, and quadratic impact
on the responses. The regression analysis of various responses

Figure 1. 3D response surface plot (A,B) and contour plot (C,D) of particle size. Actual vs predicted particle size (nm) (E), perturbation curve (F)
expressing the impact of process variables, X1 = CHS (mg), X2 = sodium ALG (mg), and X3 = sonication (min) on the particle size of BER−ALG/
CHS-NPs−F.
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Figure 2. 3D response surface plot (A−C), contour plot (D−F), actual vs predicted particle size (E), and perturbation curve (F) expressing the impact
of process variables, X1 = CHS (mg), X2 = sodium ALG (mg), and X3 = sonication (min) on Y1 (particle size, nm) of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F.
Linear plot showing predicted vs actual EE (G). Ramps plot showing the numerically optimized level of input attributes (I), red dot indicates the
optimized level, while blue dot indicates the predicted particle size.

Table 3. Summarized Regression-Analyzed Experimental Results of Responses, Particle Size, and % EE

model R2 adjusted R2 predicted R2 SD CV % PRESS desirability remark

response: particle size 519.50 0.85
quadratic 0.9954 0.9872 0.1340 2.68 0.95 suggested
2FI 0.8305 0.7034 0.1669 4.39
linear 0.5879 0.4755 0.9348 7.50
cubic 0.9994 0.9958 1.53 aliased
response: % EE 7.43
quadratic 0.9989 0.9968 0.9878 0.37 0.46 suggested
2FI 0.5986 0.2975 −0.7890 5.52
linear 0.3639 0.1905 −0.2792 5.93
cubic 0.9996 0.9970 0.36 aliased
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for the data fitting into the distinguished model is expressed in
Table 3.
3.1.1. Effect of X1, X2, and X3 on Particles Size. The impact

on particle size is illustrated by the following equation

B
C A B
A C A B
C

Particle size 289.33 20.00 X1 3.13

12.88 3.50
21.50 11.04 9.71

10.79

2 2

2

= + + × ×
× × ×

+ × × + ×
× (7)

The particle size plays a pivotal role in improved cellular
uptake and absorption-active molecules from nanocarriers
mediated via cytosolic release of therapeutics into the cancer
cells. The above quadratic equation for particle size, 3D response
surface plot (Figure 1A,B), contour plot (Figure 1C,D), actual vs
predicted particle size (Figure 1E), and perturbation curve
(Figure 1F), illustrating the considerable influence of process
parameters in the particle size.
As shown in Table 2, the particle sizes of the folate-conjugated

formulation, BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F, incurred in the ranges
213−302 nm, indicating narrow distribution of particle size in
the formulation. The polymer, CHS, had positive impact on
particle size; conversely, sodium ALG and sonication had
negative influence on particle size. The selected process variable
had a significant impact on particle size as indicated by ANOVA
of particles size. At low CHS concentration (10 mg), the least
particle size incurred 213 nm, and the highest particle size
obtained 302 nm at 20 mg of CHS concentration may be due to
the low sonication time and impact of other variables. Still at the
highest CHS concentrate, 30 mg led to 299 nm particle size.
Increasing CHS concentration progressively raised the particle
size. Sodium ALG had less negative impact on particle size as
illustrated by the above quadratic equation of particle size. At
low concentration of sodium ALG, the particle size obtained was
302 nm, as can be seen in the formulation run 9, while increasing
ALG concentration to 40 mg led to reduced particle size as can
be seen in the formulation run 15. Sonication had negative
impact on particle size. Sonicating CHS/ALG NPs for 5 min
produced a particle of size of 302 nm (run 9). Increasing
sonication time to 10 min led to reduced particle size to 213 nm
as given in Table 2 (run 13). Sonication generally produced an
ultraviolet wave causing size reduction in the nanoparticulate
system. Apart from these, the molecular weight, percentage
deacetylation, and percentage of ALG/CHS in the polymeric
core may influence the resulting particle size.47 CHS−ALG
interaction protects therapeutics/biomolecules from degrada-
tion mediated via enzymatic, hydrolysis, and oxidation in the
surrounding environment and thus assures effective and drug
delivery to the target.48 The CHS−ALG NPs prolonged the
contact with the epithelia of mucosal cell lining and help to
penetrate the drug through cellular tight junction and thus
enhance drug absorption.49 The interactive effect of CHS and
ALG was less negative on the particle size, while the interactive
impact of CHS and sonication time was positive.
3.1.2. Impact of X1, X2, and X3 on % EE. The influence of

process variables such as X1, X2, and X3 on the% EE is shown by
the following equation

A B C
A B A C
B C A B
C

% EE 84.40 1.36 0.38 5.06
3.20 4.83
1.45 2.76 4.11
6.34

2 2

2

= + + × × ×
+ × × × ×
+ × × + × ×

× (8)

The higher the EE, the better will be the therapeutic efficacy of
the drug delivery system. The EE of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F
ranges in between 69 and 93% as indicated in Table 2. ANOVA
of the response surface quadratic revealed significant influence
of X1, X2, and X3 on % EE. The ANOVA results for particle size
and % EE fitting to the quadratic model are shown in Table 4.

The above quadratic equation for % EE expressed the individual,
combined, and quadratic impact of formulation variables on %
EE. Further, the impact of X1, X2, and X3 on % EE is shown in a
3D surface response surface plot [Figure 1A−C] and a contour
plot [Figure 1D−F]. The actual particle size vs the predicted
particle size linear curve (Figure 1E) and perturbation curve
(Figure 1F) has conveyed the impact on%EE. CHS had positive
impact on EE. Increasing polymer concentration increased the
surface area to accommodate more drug as well as viscosity in
the formulation bulk, thus reducing the drug leaking from the
polymeric matrix.50 The ALG concentration had less negative
effect on % EE. The combining effect of ALG and CHS exerted
positive on produced NPs was observed due to the electrostatic
interaction between the ALG carboxyl and CHS amino groups,
leading to the blenching and gel formation at acidic pH. At a low
ALG concentration, 20 mg, the % entrapment was 89% as can be
seen in run 9, while at 40 mg of ALG concentration, the %
entrapment was reported to be 82%, as indicated in experimental
run 5. The optimized formulation biopolymer generated
consistent and homogeneous preparation. Similarly, the gel-
forming tendency of the ALG/CHS complex may assist in
improved EEwith better drug holding capacity. Additionally, the
cross-linker Ca2+ ion complex opposite to charged CHS
precedes to improved drug entrapment in the nanocompo-
sites.51,52

3.1.3. Analysis of the Optimized Formulation. The
composition of the optimum formulation was obtained by
applying the numerical optimization technique, keeping the

Table 4. ANOVA for Response Surface of Particle Size and %
EE and Lack of Fit for the Best-Fitted Quadratic Model for
Optimizing BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F

regression analysis

model source particle size % EE

quadratic sum of square 7795.82 606.57
Df 9 9
mean square 866.20 67.40
F-value 120.58 490.16
p-value,
prob > F

<0.0001 <0.0001

inference significant, suggested significant, suggested
lack of fit

quadratic sum of square 31.25 0.43
Df 3 3
mean square 10.42 0.14
F-value 4.46 1.10
p-value,
prob > F

0.1886 0.5097

inference insignificant,
suggested

insignificant,
suggested
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criteria of minimum particle size, PDI, and maximum% EE. The
optimum formulation was analyzed with respect to various
selected parameters experimentally, and the findings were in
agreement with the predicted values. The value of desirability of
the optimized formulation was 0.720, indicating that the
prepared formulation was consistent and robust. The optimum
concentration of the developed formulation, BER−ALG/CHS-
NPs−F, has CHS, ALG, and sonication time in a proportion of
10 mg, 27.8 mg, and, 9.15 min, respectively. Comparing the
predicted vs experimental value, the optimized formulation
composition was varying as particle size 232 nm vs 240± 5.6 nm
and % EE 83.25 ± 2.3% vs 85 ± 3.5%, respectively. The % drug
loading in the optimized formulation reported to be 9.5 ± 1.2%.
Some percentage error was reported while comparing the data
obtained in theoretical and practical yield values, and these
errors were in the acceptable limit (Y1 = 3.4% and Y2 = 2.1%)
(Table 5). Further, the variation in the experimental value and

predicted value was statistically not different (p < 0.05). In
addition, surface charge on the particles determined +18 mV
may be attributed to the cationic surface of CHS, which
indicated the stability of the optimized formulation. The low
value of PDI (0.201) confirmed homogeneous and uniform
particle distribution.53

Percentage error( )

(experimental predicted)value/predicted value

100

†

=
× (9)

3.2. Characterization. 3.2.1. Particle Size, PDI, Charge
Surface, and TEM. The developed formulation optimally
revealed a particle size of 240 ± 5.6 nm, a zeta potential of
+18 mV, and a PDI of 0.201. The drug entrapment and drug
loading were measured as 85± 3.5 and 9.5± 1.2%, respectively.
The particle distribution was uniform, unimodel, and consistent.
The low PDI (0.201) expressed a homogeneity and mono-
dispersed system. The positive surface charge was confirmed on
formulation BER−ALG/CHS-NPs by zeta potential measure-
ment, and it was noted as +18 mV, suggesting that the positive
surface charge was due to CHS. It can be explicated that the
presence of protonated amino group in CHS led to stability to
the nanocarrier system and portrayed the fate of NPs in the
biological system.54 The size distribution curve and the zeta
potential of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F are shown in Figure 3A,B.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) examination re-
vealed that the particle size in preparation was in nanometer
(nm) scale, uniform, consistent, scattered, and stable (Figure
3C).

3.2.2. Differential Scanning Calorimetry. The physical state
of the processed drug in the nanocarrier is highly important in
the drug delivery approach. DSC expressed the physical state of
the drug in the nanocarrier and drug−excipient interaction. The
DSC curves of the pure drug, CHS, sodium ALG, and
formulation are shown in Figure 4A−D. The pure BER
exhibited the sharp endothermic peak at melting points of
139, 199.5, and 217.14 °C expressing the crystalline state of BER
in pure drug (Figure 4A).55 The endothermic curve for CHS
disclosed at a melting point of 101.96 °C (Figure 4B). The DSC
endothermic curve of sodium ALG appeared close to the curve
of chitosan at 100 °C (Figure 4C) due to dehydration, followed
by decomposition of the biopolymer at a melting point of 191.23
°C and above, respectively.56 Moreover, the complex formation
between sodium ALG and CHS causing entrapment of BER and
thus the thermogram of DSC for the drug disappeared in the
formulation, evidently expressing the converting crystalline
structure in amorphous state of drug (Figure 4D).57 Themelting
point of ALG in the formulation was slightly lowered and
appeared at 75 °C and that of CHS obtained at 100 °C.
3.2.3. FTIR Spectral Analysis. The interaction among the

excipients used in the formulation alongside the drug was
physicochemically assessed using the FTIR spectrum for the
chemical stability of the drug. The spectra of an individual
compound such as drug, sodium ALG, CHS, and BER−ALG/
CHS-NPs are expressed in Figure 5A−D. BER exhibited a
specific absorption band at 3059 cm−1 due to C−H stretching,
2935.66 cm−1 due to C−H stretching, 2850.79 cm−1 due to
−C−H stretching, 2123.63 cm−1 due to weak C�C stretching,
1940.39 cm−1 due to weak C−H stretching, 1799.59 cm−1 due
to C�O stretching, 1618.28 cm−1 due to strong C�C
stretching, 1492.90 cm−1 stretching due to the aromatic C�C
ring, 1388.75 cm−1 due to C�C stretching, peak at 1122.59−
1037.70 cm−1 due to strong C−O stretching, and 910.47 cm−1

due to C�C bending vibration.
The absorption peak appeared at 14175.68 cm−1 (OH

bending), 1298.09, and 1028.06 cm−1 (C−O stretching) from
the surface-coated CHS molecules. The majority of drug peaks
disappeared or showed reduced intensity in formulation BER−
ALG/CHS-NPs, indicating reduced crystallinity of the drug
following complexation with CHS/ALG. Therefore, the IR
spectrum of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs affirmed DSC results.
Further, the developed formulation substantially presented the
chemical stability of the drug within the CHS/ALG complex.
The spectral analysis noticed was comparative with the formerly
reported studies in the BER-carried gelatin/sodium ALG
complex.58

3.2.4. X-ray Diffraction Study. To investigate the crystal
structure of the drug in the pure state and conversion into the
molecular state in the formulation and compare with the pure
drug, X-ray analysis was executed as shown in Figure 6A,B. The
sharp and intense diffraction peak of pure BER was observed at
2θ of 8.71, 9.21, 16.40, 24.76, 25.6068, and 26.36°, suggesting
the crystalline physical state of the drug (Figure 5A). On the
other hand, the characteristic X-rays diffraction peak also
observed in the formulation with reduced intensity at 2θ angles
of 18.85, 19.28, 20.32, 21.23, 23.36, 23.56, and 29.36° (Figure
5B), corroborating that the crystalline nature of the drug
substance may be converted into the amorphous or molecular
state inside the polymeric core of the NPs.59,60

3.3. Dissolution Studies. The cumulative quantity of the
drug liberated from the drug suspension and the formulation
BER−ALG/CHS-NPs at a predetermined time separation is

Table 5. Percentage Error in the Optimized Formulation
(BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F) Reported While Comparing the
Experimental Value vs the Predicted Valuesa

predicted value
experimental

value

factors
(X1, X2, and X3) and

optimized
composition Y1, nm Y2, % Y1, nm Y2, % †

X1 = 10 mg,
X2 = 27.8 mg, and
X3 = 9.15 min

232 83.25 240 85 Y1 = 3.4 and
Y2 = 2.1

aX1: CHS, mg; X2: sodium ALG, mg; X3: sonication time, min; Y1:
particle size, nm; and Y2: % EE.
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expressed in Figure 7A,B. The drug release was commencing at
zero time point, and the endpoint was obtained after completing
24 h. During this period, the release profile was assessed
individually from BER−suspension and formulation. The initial
burst release from the formulation was noticed for a period of 2 h

up to 27 ± 3% in pH 7.4 (PBS) and 43 ± 7% in pH 5.5
(mimicking endosomal pH of the tumor) due to solubilization
of the weakly held drug from the polymeric surface. Afterward,
experienced drug liberation in a sustained manner for a period of
24 h in either of the media, i.e., 69.6 ± 12.3%, in physiological
pH 7.4 and 87.9 ± 7% release took place at pH 5.5. Contrarily,
the BER−suspension liberated approximately of 35 ± 7% drug
content rapidly within 8 h and thereafter 48.8 ± 13% drug
released in 24 h at pH 7.4 and similarly 56± 11% drug liberated
in pH 5.5 at the end of 24 h. The rapid drug release from the
BER−suspension could be due to the unformulated physical
state of BER and poor stability in biological circulation for long
time as well. Surprisingly, drug release from BER−ALG/CHS-
NPs−F at pH 5.5 simulating the endosomal pH of tumor had
shown higher release than physiological pH 7.4. The higher drug
liberated at pH 5.5 may be due to the enhanced drug−polymer
complex breakdown in the acidic medium, followed by
improved drug solubility and dissolution in the medium from
the ALG polymeric core. Additionally, it is worthy to indicate
here that the slightly acidic tumor environment helps in polymer
swelling, thereby lowering the ionic interaction, which favors
drug release. The drug liberation from the ALG/CHS
nanoplatform here was in accord with many studies in the
scientific domain.61−63,71 The acidic pH also favors CHS
swelling due to repulsive forces between calcium ion and CHS

Figure 3. Particle size distribution histogram of (A), zeta potential curve of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F (B), and TEM image of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−
F (C).

Figure 4. DSC curve of BER (A); sodium ALG (B); CHS (C); and
BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F(D) expressing the melting point of the
compound.
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surface, which triggered improved solubilization of drug in pH
5.5 than physiological pH. The surface hydration of CHS in an
aqueous medium result in swelling, and polymer complex
erosion helps to increase drug liberation through the diffusion
process. Moreover, drug liberation extended from the ALG/
CHS core and also depends on the polymer concentration, pH,

solubilization, and other physiological characteristics of the drug
and nanocarrier system.64

The percentage drug liberated conformed to release the
kinetic models to estimate the release mechanism from the
nanocarrier system. The multiple release models were fitted to
the release data such as the Higuchi model, zero order, first
order, Korsmeyer−Peppas, and Hixson−Crowell and to
ascertain the model with good fit (Table 6). The literature
domain disclosed different types of kinetic model depicting the
unlike drug release mechanism from the polymeric matrix.
The model was examined based on the regression value (R2)

from individual models. The best-fitted model was the
Korsmeyer−Peppas model reported with highest coefficient of
correlation (R2 = 0.964). The swelling exponent (n) value
calculated was 0.25 (0.5 < n < 1), relating to Fickian diffusion
control of the drug release mechanism from the polymeric
matrix. The controlled drug release from the polymeric carrier
system was implicated by hydration, swelling, diffusion, and
erosion of the dissolved drug from the polymeric matrix/core/
layer. The drug release also facilitated by encompassing
environment pH, dosing, physicochemical properties of the
drug, and the nature of the polymer.65,66

3.4. Drug Permeation Analysis. The comparative studies
of the surface-tailored formulation vs drug suspension outcomes
are displayed in Figure 8. The intestinal permeation study
revealed that the amount of drug permeated for the formulation
was achieved significantly higher than the drug suspension. The
highest amount of BER permeated from BER−ALG/CHS-
NPs−F was determined as 82.5 ± 3.4 vs 19 ± 2.5 μg/cm2 from
the BER−suspension. The Papp of BER from the formulation
across the membrane was 4.2 times higher than that of BER−
suspension (p < 0.01). The positive charge surface of CHS due
to the protonated amino group is desirable for the drug to be
transported across the mucosa layer of the intestine, and this
could be favored by the opposite charge on this layer, most
probably through the biological interaction with the nanosurface
area, leading to permeation through the tight junction of
intestinal epithelia.55,62

3.5. In Vitro Cell Viability Assay. The cell toxicity
investigation of the developed folate-ligated NPs and drug
suspension was carried out by applying the MTT assay on the
breast cancer cell line, MCF-7. This assay relied on the cellular
reduction of the MTT dye (yellow color) to purple color. The
reduction in cell viability following exposure of various
concentrations of drug-encapsulated formulation and free drug
was determined to be time and concentration dependent.
Following 24 h of treatment with ligated formulation, the viable
cells reduce to 42.2 ± 7%. On the other hand, the viable cells
reduced to 79.6± 9% by drug suspension treatment during 24 h
of incubation. Further, 48 h of incubation with different drug
concentrations from the ligated formulation and drug
suspension led to maximum inhibition of cells to 16.9 ± 6 and
73.9 ± 7.2%, respectively (Figure 9). It was further noted that
the proliferation inhibition rate after 24 h from BER suspension
was high, and by further increasing the incubation time to 48 h,
progressive inhibition was not witnessed. Adversely, BER-
loaded ligated formulation had shown tremendous improve-
ment in inhibition of cell proliferation post-incubation with 48 h.
MTT assay observation was comparable to the existing
literature.60,67,68 The IC50 values the of ligated formulation
and drug suspension were determined from regression analysis
of the % cell viability graph and estimated to be 34.8 ± 6 and
10.2 ± 2 μM and 22.7 ± 5 and 4.8 ± 1.2 μM at post-incubation

Figure 5. FTIR spectra of BER (A) and (B) BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F
(B).

Figure 6. X-ray diffraction patterns of BER (A) and BER−ALG/CHS-
NPs−F (B).
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times of 24 and 48 h, respectively (Figure 9A,B). Furthermore,
the outcomes of cell viability assay pointed that the optimized
ligated formulation was more toxic to the MCF-7 cell line
relative to drug suspension (p < 0.05) of BER.
The nonengineered nanocarrier-based drug delivery aids with

no specific recognition on their surface and have limited
applicability, probably due to poor drug access and lack of
satisfying targeting potential to the main domain. The drug
access to the target region through high retention and drug
permeation leads to the off-target effect and causes toxicity,
resulting in harm to the normal cells.8,69 To overcome them,
specific targeting to the tumormicroenvironment is desirable for
payload release. The nanocarrier protects drug particles from
degradation and provides biostability, thereby the drug content
transported to the cells in the biological medium, and interacting
with the protein components of blood fraction, and thus may

show enhanced efficacy.17 Adversely, surface-engineered NPs,
BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F, decorated with the ligand have
specific recognition and bind actively with the overexpressed
receptor located over the cell surface, ensuring the ligand−target
interaction, thereby maximizing payload internalization and
concomitantly reducing the warhead loss in the macrophagic
system. The higher cytotoxic effect caused by the engineered
NPs, BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F, may be ascribed to the in-built
inherent targeting potential of the nanocarrier, highly dissolving
or molecular state of BER. Inversely, the BER−suspension
showed poor cytotoxicity due to limited solubility and
dissolution which circumscribed its metabolic activity.6,16

3.6. Cell Uptake Study. The breast cancer cell line was
employed to determine the cellular uptake of BER from the
formulation, BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F, the and BER−suspen-

Figure 7.%Cumulative drug liberated from BER−suspension and BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F (A) physiological pH 7.4 and (B) pH 5.5 simulating the
tumor endosome.

Table 6. Kinetic Release Data for the Good Model Fit

Higuchi Korsmeyer−Peppas
zero
order

first
order

Hixson
Crowell constants

0.76 0.964 0.800 0.696 0.753 R2

0.34 0.25 0.67 0.56 0.78 n

Figure 8. Drug permeation through the intestinal membrane of BER−
suspension and BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F. Data indicates mean ± SD
experimented repeated three times (n = 3), (**p ≤ 0.05) indicates
significance level.

Figure 9.MTT assay post-incubation of ligated formulation and BER−
suspension. The treatment drug dose was 1−12 μM to the MCF-7 cell
line and incubated for 24 (A) and 48 h (B). Data shown as average± SD
in triplicate (n = 3). Results interpreted statistically using ANOVA and
Tukey’s analysis (**p < 0.01) and (****p < 0.0001) when BER−ALG/
CHS-NPs−F are compared with BER−suspension.
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sion. The cellular uptake of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F and
BER−suspension was determined to be 858.6 and 156.4 ng/μg,
respectively [Figure 10]. The BER uptake from the formulation

was statistically different from that of the BER−suspension, and
it was 5.5 times higher than that of the BER−suspension (p <
0.0001). The cell uptake of BER from the folate-ligated
formulation was enormously high, which may be due to the
folate grafting to the nanocarrier surface and leading to enhance
uptake of therapeutics mediated through the folate receptor. It is
a most important process at the cellular level having control over
the biological activity of themolecules. TheNP uptakemediated
via a process of endocytosis. The uptake of the molecules largely
relies on the process of the positive interaction between the
carriers and the cell membrane. The process of cellular uptake is
influenced by the physicochemical feature of NPs and varies
from particle shape, size, charge, active moiety encapsulation,
and stability of NPs in the biological system.70

3.7. In Vivo Evaluation. The preclinical investigation of
optimized BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F and BER−suspension was
performed, and the pharmacokinetic parameters are deter-
mined. Figure 11 shows the BER mean plasma concentration−
time profiles from BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F and BBR−
suspension after single-dose oral intake, and Table 7 indicates

various estimated pharmacokinetic parameters. Among the
different parameter result of Cmax showed 4-fold enhancement
for BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F compared to BER−suspension,
i.e., 344 ± 4.65 ng/mL vs 90 ± 2.7 ng/mL concentration (p <
0.01). The maximum plasma concentration of BER from the
suspension was achieved in a Tmax of 2.00± 0.3, while delivering
BER from the formulation achieved a maximum plasma
concentration in a Tmax of 6 ± 0.1. The higher Tmax reported
for the formulation may be attributed to the sustained release
profile of BER (p < 0.01). The higher absorption from the
optimized formulation is probably due to the better penetration
and mucoadhesive nature of CHS and ALG and P-glycoprotein
inhibition by ALG and CHS polymers in the formulation. The
extent of drug absorption indicated as areas under the curve
(AUC0−24), i.e., bioavailability of BER−suspension and BER−
ALG/CHS-NPs−F, was determined to be 3915± 15 and 890±
16.8 ng/mL*h for BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F and BER−
suspension, respectively. It indicates a significant absorption of
BER from the nanocarrier than unformulated BER (p < 0.05).
The improvement in the oral bioavailability of the BER from the
optimized formulation revealed 4.4-fold higher vis-a-̀vis to
BER−suspension. The pharmacokinetic parameter evaluation
can be compared to the oral BER−phospholipid complex and
bioavailability enhancement of BER.62,71,72 Therefore, the
developed formulation could help to absorb BER from BER−
ALG/CHS-NPs−F and may be exploited for therapeutic
application of BER. The t1/2 of the BER−suspension was
found to be 3± 0.08 h, which increased to 11± 0.03 h in BER−
ALG/CHS-NPs−F. The elimination rate, ke (h−1), of BER−
ALG/CHS-NPs−F and BER−suspension was estimated to be
0.34 ± 0.02 and 0.28 ± 0.04 h−1, respectively.

3.8. Hemolysis Assay. The biocompatibility of the
fabricated formulation BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F was inves-
tigated to ascertain the hemocompatibility of the produced
NPs in systemic circulation and to elicit the % hemolysis due to
red blood cell (RBC) destruction. The destruction in RBC is due
to the cytotoxic nature of the nanomaterials in the biological
system. The NPs in contact with blood circulation interact with
various cell components foremost with RBC and causing
damage and thus released hemoglobin. The hemolytic study
observed that destruction of RBC was less than 2% and consider
the safe administration of the produced NPs. As per the
ASTMF756-00 (2000) standard, the materials considered to be
nonhemolytic, when the percentage hemolysis is less than 2%.
This could be attributed to the natural sources of the biomaterial
used in the study.73

3.9. DPPH Radical Scavenging Assay. The measurement
of the antioxidant capacity of photoactive and biological
compounds using the DPPH assay is widely employed in radical
scavenging activity measurement.74 DPPH is a proton acceptor
(H+) from the sample compound and acts as a free radical. The
free radical from the DPPH assay makes the dark purple color of

Figure 10. Comparative cellular uptake of BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F
and BER−suspension. Statistical comparison made by Student’s t-test
(two tailed) data shown, average ± SD (n = 3) significant level ***p <
0.0001.

Figure 11. Plasma BER concentration from BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F
and BER−suspension on per oral administration.

Table 7. Investigated Pharmacokinetic Parameter of BER−
ALG/CHS-NPs−F and BER−Suspension in Rat after Oral
Intake of Single Dose of BER (n = 3, Mean ± S.D)

parameters BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F BER−suspension
Cmax (ng/mL) 344 ± 4.65 90 ± 2.7
Tmax (h) 6 ± 0.1 2.00 ± 0.3
AUC0−t (ng/mL*h) 3915 ± 15 890 ± 16.8
t1/2 (h) 11 ± 0.03 3 ± 0.08
ke (h−1) 0.34 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.04
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solution and treatment with the compound having an
antioxidant property, making them colorless. It is apparently
said from the results incurred that BER in their pure state is not a
good antioxidant, although the radical quenching capacity of it
was enhanced in the nanoformulation. This may be due to
improved solubility and dissolution of the hydrophobic drug
encapsulated in the nanocomposite. The antioxidant capacities
of the BER−ALG/CHS-NPs−F vs BER−suspension were
measured to be 62.3 ± 2.5% vs 30 ± 6%. The blank ALG/
CHS-NPs−F and positive control Asc (ascorbic) were reported
to be 17.67 ± 3.7 and 98.89% (Figure 12). The antioxidant

capacity of the nanocomposite was significantly higher than the
drug suspension (p < 0.05). The antioxidant capacity of BER in
their suspension and formulation was determined to be
concentration dependent; however, higher antioxidant activity
accounted for the nanocomposite, which may be due to the
dissolved drug in the polymeric matrix which protects against a
harsh biological environment and maintains the stability. In fact,
the antioxidant power of pure BER was not progressively
increased with increasing their concentration after 50 μM,which
may be due to the unformulated or poorly dissolved state of it.
The radial quenching capacity of BER is found out, which is
comparable to the formerly cited literature.44,75

3.10. Stability of Formulation. The experimental
observation of the colloidal stability of BER−ALG/CHS/
NPs−F is expressed in Figure 13. The stability of the optimized
formulation evaluated for the given period and changes in the
formulation characteristics related to particles size (nm), PDI,
and drug entrapment in the formulation were noted. The
particle size in the nanosystem kept on growing as the increase in
the number of days during storage may be due to the chances of
particle agglomeration, but the extent of particle size growth was
not significant (p > 0.05). Further, the PDI of formulation was
slightly increased due to particle agglomeration; although, the
monodispersity index of the formulation remains unaltered. The
alteration in the physical properties was statistically not
significant, stating that the formulation generated remains stable
for the said time (p > 0.05). The drug entrapment was noticed to
decrease on increasing storage time. The hydration of the
particle in the aqueous mediummay lead to chances of drug leak

out from the polymeric matrix, which could be a reason for
decrement in drug entrapment.15

4. CONCLUSIONS
The developed ligated formulation of BER was characterized
and investigated in vitro for the chosen parameters, which
showed improved drug release, stability, as well as enhanced %
inhibition in the MCF-7 cell line in comparison to drug
suspension. The in-house developed ligated formulation was
optimized, implementing the design of the experiment, which
apparently explained the impact of input attributes such as
concentration of CHS (X1), sodium ALG (X2), and sonication
time (X3) at the designated level onto the important parameters
of formulation or responses such as particle size (Y1) and % EE
(Y3). The optimum concentration of the developed formulation
was robust and stable having a composition of (CHS, X1 = 10
mg; sodium ALG, X2 = 27.8 mg; and sonication time, X3 = 9.15
min). The narrow particle size distribution determined by the
Zetasizer expressed homogeneity and consistent preparation
and further confirmed by the TEM study, which revealed
uniform shape and size and well dispersed in the preparation.
The polymeric matrix controlled the drug release in the
conterminous environment through the diffusion process and
showed improved release in pHs 7.4 and pH 5.5 for the intended
time. The Korsmeyer−Peppas was the best fitted kinetic model
following Fickian diffusion, which was revealed based on the
regression coefficient value (R2 = 0.964). Furthermore, thermal
and spectral analysis showed that formulating excipient drug was
compatible and stable in the formulation. The intestinal
permeation study reported high permeation rate of BER from
the designed nanocarrier than free the drug. The MTT assay
brought out significant cell toxicity caused by the developed
ligated formulation than the free drug. To the end, the ligated
formulation was stable for the aforesaid period under normal
temperature. The findings interpreted that the produced ligated
nanocarrier bearing BER could be an option in the management
of breast cancer therapy.
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